


About

BUDCUD is a contemporary architecture practice led by 
Mateusz Adamczyk and Agata Wozniczka, it has been 
operating from Cracow, Poland since 2011. The office is 
concerned with exploring contemporary conditions through 
spatial design, furthering architecture’s agency and currency. 
The name BUDCUD is indicative of our area of expertise and 
our design strategy. ‘Bud’ is a prefix that was added to many 
construction company’s names during the period of early 
Polish capitalism. While ‘bud’ is derived from the Polish word 
meaning ‘to build’, ‘cud’ on the other hand, means miracle, 
a wonder! The combination highlights our desire to imagine 
architecture as a promise of multi-threaded journeys and 
interactions, informal activities and unpredicted events.

Since its founding, BUDCUD has been awarded prizes, won 
architectural and urban competitions, and has lectured around 
the world. In addition to delivering projects for our clients, we 
regularly tutor design workshops and consult on international 
spatial strategies.

In 2019 BUDCUD was part of international expert team 
of Bauforum in Hamburg, while next year their project will 
be part of Othernity platform exhibited during Architecture 
Biennale in Venice.

Mazowiecka 25/409,
30-019 Cracow, PL

+48 530 203 042
+48 507 113 768

office@budcud.org
ww.budcud.org
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revitalizing Voronezh lake with 
architectural interventions

map of site's potentials in Shanghai

urban UX in Warsaw

reviving urban planning traditions in Leeuwarden

BUDCUD makes playful formal decisions 
and creates artificial natures, where the 
background is rich, but references are 
neither obvious nor direct. Each project is 
then a new collage of atmospheres and 
textures, a small world of its own rules, 
populated with distinct characters and 
events.

The scale of intervention thus becomes 
irrelevant — too small is never frustrating 
and too large is never overwhelming. 
Similarly, differentiated project timeframes 
are embraced in our projects:. a singular 
spatial experience is as important as the 
ongoing occupation of a space.



Międzyzdroje 
Pier Extension

Międzyzdroje Molo Extension creates 
a sequence of diversified islands, 
that vary in program and character, but 
follow same qualities and public domain 
paradigms. The islands fit the Baltic 
seashore landscape, creating new vistas 
and possibilities of explorations.

2019STATUS
competition mention
CLIENT
Alpion Group S.A.
LOCATION
Międzyzdroje, PL
AREA
9 500 sqm



2019

BRAINVILLE is a creative densification strategy for Brainpark I – a business park 
in Rotterdam. It creates a multifuncional environment that unlocks productive 
urban life and establishes an engaged, sustainable local community. The strategy 
takes from existing local urban block typology, transforming it from monolithic 
volume into a permeable and lively neighborhood. Urban arrangement appears 
‘vernacular’ because of its irregular layout, differing heights of architectural 
volumes and variety of public, semi-public and semi-private spaces. That 
environment creates a productive community based on communal life and 
circular economy rules.

BrainvilleSTATUS
Europan 15 competition, shortlist
CLIENT
Europan Europe
LOCATION
Warszawa, PL
AREA
17,9 ha



3D QUARTER is an urban structure inspired by the local characteristics of Wroclaw. A typical 
inner-city urban block is transformed into a 3D object. Vernacular shapes of housing blocks 
are rewritten as an interconnected sequence of horizontal and vertical volumes that form 
a multifunctional fragment of the city of the future.

3D QuarterSTATUS
competition
CLIENT
SARP Wrocław
LOCATION
Wrocław, PL
AREA
7 ha

2019



Warsaw Aorta

The entrance to Warsaw is utilitarian, but also multi-functional communication 
trajectory – a longitudinal connector of nearby streets and communication 
hubs with the Palace of Culture and Science and newly created pocket squares 
dedicated to differentiated urban activities. A chosen formal language emphasizes 
a superior goal of the project – to ease traffic circulation on the project area. 
Dynamic appearance and streamline character of urban detailing inscribe 
progressive dynamics of the capital city.

2018STATUS
competition, mention
CLIENT
Zarząd Zieleni m.st. Warszawy
LOCATION
Warszawa, PL
AREA
41 789 sqm



WWB Festival. 
Plac Defilad

STATUS
temporary exhibition
CLIENT
Muzeum Sztuki Nowoczesnej w Warszawie, Muzeum Warszawy
LOCATION
Warszawa, PL
AREA
15 000 sqm

For the 9th edition of Warsaw Under Construction festival BUDCUD realized 
a large scale installation on the Parade Square in Warsaw. It consisted of a color 
intervention ‘Squares within Square’, 8 baugespann rods and a speculative 
archaeology pavilion ‘The Square Post’. Installation, by the means of fragmentary 
prototypes, analogies and spatial sketches, showcased the character and size 
of the future Central Square.

2017



WWB Festiwal. 
Home at last

STATUS
temporary exhibition
CLIENT
Muzeum Sztuki Nowoczesnej w Warszawie, Muzeum Warszawy
LOCATION
Warszawa, PL
AREA
450 sqm

The gabled roof is an archetype of a house and therefore an ultimate aspiration 
of a statistical Pole. That is why we decided to arrange the Warsaw Under 
Construction exhibition within that structure – so it critically comments on the 
exhibited content. Formal additions (skylights, bay or ox-eye windows, towers) 
to the roof’s simple form recall Polish urban landscape (while serving as display 
niches).

2016



Nowa Towarowa

Area around Towarowa street in Warsaw’s district of Wola undergoes 
an extremely dynamic transformation – new high-rises spring from the ground 
and old factories are being revitalized and transformed into business hubs 
– changing the urban arrangement from a grid network to the functional 
archipelago.

2016STATUS
partially realized
CLIENT
SARP Warszawa, Wolskie Centrum Kultury
LOCATION
Warszawa, PL
AREA
undefined



FKŻ Quarter

The anniversary 25th Jewish Culture Festival in Cracow celebrated Kazimierz 
– the Jewish quarter of Cracow – as well as other Jewish districts from around 
the world. Following the theme, BUDCUD designed a temporary public space in 
one of a few empty squares in the district. Noticing the fact that the potentially 
civic squares of Kazimierz are all occupied by cars, monuments or commercial 
activities we decided to create the FKŻ Quarter – an architectural device for 
bringing social life to the site. It was a temporary public urban situation created 
by multiple objects organized around a central elevated square.

2015STATUS
completed, honoured a special mention in mba cracow 2015
CLIENT
Jewish Culture Festival in Cracow
LOCATION
Kraków, PL
AREA
150 sqm
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